
 

Quinta de la Rosa 
LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE 2010  

PRESS 
Untasted as yet 
 

GRAPE VARIETIES 

Traditional port varieties, mainly Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Souzão and Tinta 
Roriz from La Rosa’s A graded vineyards. 
 

SERVING SUGGESTIONS 
This Port has not been filtered and might throw a light sediment but should not require 
decanting.  Delicious with dessert, especially chocolate, cheese or on its own. 
 

TASTING NOTES 
The LBV is similar in style to other La Rosa ports – well defined, a good structure, and 
mature tannins with soft wood undertones. La Rosa ports are slightly drier than most and 
the brandy is well integrated.   
 
Quinta de la Rosa’s LBV 2010 possess a complexity, structure and quality of tannins that 
makes it very similar to a Vintage port. 
 
Aromatically the port is almost mysterious and not immediately expressive with dark, 
intense spicy, black fruit flavours on the nose which show again on the palate but with 
greater complexity as bitter dark chocolate and cherry liqueur flavours appear.  Very 
balanced and elegant, this LBV possess an excellent acidity  which reacts well with the 
residual sugars transforming it into a rich and generous port. 
 
The port gives immense pleasure for immediate drinking but at the same time will 
continue to mature well in the bottle over the next few years. 
 

PRODUCTION NOTES 
We had a particularly  wet winter. This topped up the water levels and refilled our spring 
preparing us well for the hot, dry  summer. Fair weather conditions in the spring meant we 
had a reasonable flowering and setting so that yields were maintained. July and August 
were unbelievably dry with no rain. 
 
We started picking a week later than 2009. Sugar levels were quite low so we picked 
sporadically only where the grapes were mature and ripe enough. Like last year, it helped 
being a smaller producer with detailed knowledge of the vineyards. This year the cooler 
parts ripened earlier so we almost picked in reverse order – north facing slopes and higher 
altitude first. Being small, we were able to stop the picking half way thr ough when Jorge 
declared that there were no more r ipe grapes. The gamble paid off as the grapes ripened by 
at least 1 Baumé and produced more complex and richer flav ours than otherwise. In most 
part we were lucky  with the weather held. We only  finished picking on 16th October – just 
ov er 20 days later than 2009 (a particularly early vintage). 

 

MATURATION AND BOTTLING 
Our LBVs are matured in large wooden casks called “ton els” in our own lodge for 4 -6 years 
until ready for bottling.  The 2008 LBV was bottled in April 2014. Unlike most port 
shippers, all products are stored and bottled in the Douro (at La Rosa and not Porto), 
allowing full traceability and ensuring quality from grape to bottle. 

 

5 years + 

15,000  bottles 

20 % 

4.42 G/dm3  

0.25 G/dm3  

3.49 

126 Mg/dm3  

125 g/dm3 

 

Ageing: 

Pro duction: 

Alcohol: 

Total Acidity: 

Volatile Acidity: 

Ph: 

SO2: 

Residual Sugars: 

37 5ml 500ml 750ml 1500ml 



 

Quinta de la Rosa 
LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE 2010  

PRESS 
Untasted as yet 
 

GRAPE VARIETIES 

Traditional port varieties, mainly Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Souzão and Tinta 
Roriz from La Rosa’s A graded vineyards. 
 

SERVING SUGGESTIONS 
This Port has not been filtered and might throw a light sediment but should not require 
decanting.  Delicious with dessert, especially chocolate, cheese or on its own. 
 

TASTING NOTES 
The LBV is similar in style to other La Rosa ports – well defined, a good structure, and 
mature tannins with soft wood undertones. La Rosa ports are slightly drier than most and 
the brandy is well integrated.   
 
Quinta de la Rosa’s LBV 2010 possess a complexity, structure and quality of tannins that 
makes it very similar to a Vintage port. 
 
Aromatically the port is almost mysterious and not immediately expressive with dark, 
intense spicy, black fruit flavours on the nose which show  again on the palate but with 
greater complexity as bitter dark chocolate and cherry liqueur flavours appear.  Very 
balanced and elegant, this LBV possess an excellent acidity  which reacts well with the 
residual sugars transforming it into a rich and generous port. 
 
The port gives immense pleasure for immediate drinking but at the same time will 
continue to mature well in the bottle over the next few years. 
 

PRODUCTION NOTES 
We had a particularly  wet winter. This topped up the water levels and refilled our spring 
preparing us well for the hot, dry  summer. Fair weather conditions in the spring meant we 
had a reasonable flowering and setting so that yields were maintained. July and August 
were unbelievably dry with no rain. 
 
We started picking a week later than 2009. Sugar levels were quite low so we picked 
sporadically only where the grapes were mature and ripe enough. Like last year, it helped 
being a smaller producer with detailed knowledge of the vineyards. This year the cooler 
parts ripened earlier so we almost picked in reverse order – north facing slopes and higher 
altitude first. Being small, we were able to stop the picking half way thr ough when Jorge 
declared that there were no more r ipe grapes. The gamble paid off as the grapes ripened by 
at least 1 Baumé and produced more complex and richer flav ours than otherwise. In most 
part we were lucky  with the weather held. We only  finished picking on 16th October – just 
ov er 20 days later than 2009 (a particularly early vintage). 

 

MATURATION AND BOTTLING 
Our LBVs are matured in large wooden casks called “ton els” in our own lodge for 4 -6 years 
until ready for bottling.  The 2008 LBV was bottled in April 2014. Unlike most port 
shippers, all products are stored and bottled in the Douro (at La Rosa and not Porto), 
allowing full traceability and ensuring quality from grape to bottle. 

 

 

5 years + 

15,000  bottles 

20 % 

4.42 G/dm3  

0.25 G/dm3  

3.49 

126 Mg/dm3  

125 g/dm3 

 

Ageing: 

Pro duction: 

Alcohol: 

Total Acidity: 

Volatile Acidity: 

Ph: 

SO2: 

Residual Sugars: 

375ml 500ml 750ml 1500ml 
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